Abstract. The size function for a number field is an analogue of the dimension of the Riemann-Roch spaces of divisors on an algebraic curve. It was conjectured to attain its maximum at the the trivial class of Arakelov divisors. This conjecture was proved for many number fields with unit groups of rank one. Our research confirms that the conjecture also holds for cyclic cubic fields, which have unit groups of rank two.
Introduction
The function h 0 for a number field F was introduced in [11] , which is also called the "size function" for F (see [2] [3] [4] [5] ). This function is well defined on the Arakelov class group Pic 0 F of F (see [8] ). Concerning the maximality of h 0 , the following conjecture was proposed [11] .
Conjecture. Let F be a number field that is Galois over Q or over an imaginary quadratic number field. Then the function h 0 on Pic 0 F assumes its maximum on the trivial class O F where O F is the ring of integers of F .
The conclusion of this conjecture holds for quadratic fields [2] , certain pure cubic fields [3] and quadratic extensions of complex quadratic fields [10] . In this paper, we prove that this conjecture also holds for all cyclic cubic fields. We remark that, in contrast to the above-cited works, in the case we handle here the unit group has rank two, rather than rank one. Explicitly, we will prove the following theorem. In general, the conclusion of this theorem is not true for cubic fields that are not Galois. For instance, it does not hold in the case of the totally real cubic field defined by the polynomial X 3 + X 2 − 3X − 1. The assumption that F is cyclic Galois is thus important. The Galois property allows us to make use of several invariance properties (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4) which are crucial in our proofs of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. Moreover, this condition allows for an explicit description of the ring of integers O F (see Proposition 2.2), and the unit group O presented in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, we give a comparison to previous work and then discuss the futher work in Section 5.
Preliminaries
From now on, we fix a cyclic cubic field F with O F the ring of integers and G = σ the Galois group of F . Let p be the conductor of F . The discriminant of F is ∆ = p 2 . Denote by R × = {α ∈ R : α = 0} and R × + = {α ∈ R : α > 0}.
The map Φ : F −→ R 3 is defined by Φ(f ) = (σ i (f )) 0≤i≤2 = (f, σ(f ), σ 2 (f )) for all f ∈ F.
Note that in this paper, we often identify a fractional ideal I of F with its image Φ(I) that is also a lattice in R 3 . Indeed, each f ∈ I is identified with Φ(f ) ∈ R 3 . Thus
Moreover, a lattice is called hexagonal if it is isometric to the lattice M · Z[ζ 3 ] for some M ∈ R × + and a primitive cube root of unity ζ 3 .
Remark 2.1. The conductor p of F has the form
where r ∈ Z >0 and p 1 , · · · , p r are distinct integers from the set {9} ∪ {q(prime) ≡ 1 (mod 3)} = {7, 9, 13, 19, 31, 37, · · · }.
See [6] for more details.
Since F is a cyclic extension, the following fact is easily seen. Note that this result will be used many times in the next sections.
Proposition 2.1. Let L be a lattice of rank two and let τ be an isometry of this lattice such that
Proof. The lattice L can be seen as a
given by M (a + bζ 3 ) −→ aω + bτ (ω) for a, b ∈ Z, is an isomorphism of Z[ζ 3 ]-modules and even an isometry of lattices. Thus, this proposition is proved.
2.1. The ring of integers. The structure of O F can be described as below. Proposition 2.2. There exists some f ∈ O F such that Tr(f ) = f + σ(f ) + σ 2 (f ) = 0 and one of the following holds.
Proof. Consider the group homomorphism Tr : O F −→ Z that takes each g ∈ O F to its trace Tr(g). Denote by K = ker(Tr) and R = Z[σ]/(Tr). One can see that K is a free module of rank 1 over R. In other words, there exits some f ∈ O F such that Tr(f ) = f +σ(f )+σ 2 (f ) = 0 and K = Z[σ] · f . In addition, since σ is an isometry of K and σ 2 + σ + 1 = Tr = 0 on K, Proposition 2.1 says that K is a hexagonal lattice.
The image Tr(O F ) contains 3 = Tr(1). Therefore Tr is surjective or its image has index 3. Moreover, K is a rank 2 sublattice of O F that is orthogonal to Z. Thus,
Tr is not surjective (case i)). In case Tr is surjective, the lattice
Proof. With the notations of Proposition 2.2, we set
The fact that K is a hexagonal lattice leads to the following.
There are two cases.
It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that f 2 = 2p/3. The result is then implied since f is a shortest vector of
It follows from (2.1) and (2.3) that f 2 = 2p.
Observe that O F = L 1 + x, where x is an element of the form x = [a + bf + cσ(f )]/3 for certain a, b, c ∈ {−1, 0, 1} that has trace not divisible by 3. Since Tr(x) = a, by replacing x by ±x + l for some integer l if necessary, one may assume that a = 1. Therefore
By Pythagoras theorem,
Since x 2 is an integer, 9 must divide 3 + 2(b 2 − bc + c 2 )p. Now, if one of b, c is 0 or if b = c, then the expression b 2 − bc + c 2 is 1 and hence 3 + (b 2 − bc + c 2 ) f 2 = 3 + 2p is divisible by 9. This is impossible by Remark 2.1. Hence b = −c = ±1. As the result,
It is easy to see that this is the length squared of the shortest vectors of O F \Z, which completes the proof.
2.2. The unit lattice. The map log :
We set
a plane in R 3 , and
Note that Λ is a full rank lattice contained in H by the Dirichlet's unit theorem. Let λ 1 be the length of the shortest vectors of Λ.
Remark 2.2. Since σ an isometry of Λ and σ 2 + σ + 1 = Tr = 0 on Λ, one obtains that Λ is a hexagonal lattice by applying Proposition 2.1.
By Remark 2.2, one can assume that Λ has a Z-basis containing two shortest vectors Figure 1 ). Denote by
, and B(w) = {x ∈ O × F : log x − w < λ 1 } for each w ∈ F. The set B(w) can be described by the following lemma.
Proof. Since Λ is a hexagonal lattice (see Remark 2.2), it has at most four points from which the distance to w strictly less than λ 1 (see Figure 1 ). Each point v ∈ Λ has the form log(x) or log(−x) for some
The lower bound for each log x i − w is easily observed since Λ is hexagonal (see Figure  1 ). Proof. If p = 7 or p = 9 then F is a simplest cubic field for which a pair of fundamental units { 1 , 2 } can be computed easily [9] . The vectors log 1 and log 2 form a Z-basis for the lattice Λ = log O × F . Using this basis, one can easily find a shortest vector of Λ and its length. Here one obtains that λ 1 ≥ 1.025134 when p = 7 and λ 1 ≥ 1.303291 when p = 9.
We now consider the case in which p ≥ 13. Let v ∈ Λ\{0}. Then v = log x for some x ∈ O × F \{±1}. Proposition 2.3 says that x 2 ≥ 9 since p ≥ 13. Hence v = log x ≥ 1.296382. This equality holds for all nonzero vectors of Λ, therefore λ 1 ≥ 1.296382.
Definition 2.1. An Arakelov divisor of F is a pair D = (I, u) where I is a fractional ideal of F and u is an arbitrary element in (R
The Arakelov divisors of F form an additive group denoted by Div F . The degree
In terms of coordinates, one has
Then it is a lattice with the metric inherited from R 3 . We call uI the lattice associated to D.
To each element f ∈ F × is attached a principal Arakelov divisor (f ) :
. It has degree 0 by the product formula. See [8, 11] for full details about Arakelov divisors. 
The group T 0 is the connected component of the identity of the topological group Pic 
Consequently, 
The next section provides upper bounds on S 1 and S 2 which are used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2.7. Some estimates. Let L be a lattice in R 3 with the length of the shortest vectors λ.
Proof. This proof is obtained by using an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [10] with the degree of the number field n = 3 and by replacing π with α. Proof. Use Lemma 2.5 with a = √ 3.
The following lemma is applied to prove Theorem 1.1 in cases 3 and 4.1-4.3.
This holds for any nonzero f ∈ I. Therefore, the length of the shortest vectors of the lattice L is λ ≥ √ 3. Corollary 2.1 says that S 2 < 137.648 · 10 −6 . Subsequently, one obtains
In addition, it is obvious that
, it is sufficient to prove the following.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 when I is not principal
Since I is not principal, |N (f )|/N (I) ≥ 2 for all f ∈ I\{0}. In addition, N (I)N (u) = 1 since deg(D) = 0. Therefore
This inequality holds for any nonzero f ∈ I. Hence S 1 = 0 and Theorem 1.1 is proved by Lemma 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 when I is principal
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1 when the ideal I is principal. We will do this by further subdividing into four cases 4.1-4.4 based on the value of the conductor p and the length of w = − log u.
Given that I is principal, we may write I = f O F for some f ∈ F × . In this case we have that
where (f −1 ) is the principal Arakelov divisor generated by f
3 . Thus D and D = (O F , u ) are in the same class of divisors in Pic 0 F . In other words, we have h 0 (D) = h 0 (D ). Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that D has the form (O F , u) for some u ∈ (R × + ) 3 and N (u) = 1. With the notations in Section 2, the vector u can be chosen such that w = − log u ∈ F. Thus
Denote by
and v f = log f ∈ Λ = log O × F for each f ∈ B (w). To prove Theorem 1.1 for cases 4.1-4.3, it is sufficient to show that S 1 < 0.000147634 for all w = (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) (see Lemma 2.6). This can be done by finding a suitable lower bound for uf 2 for each f ∈ B (w) by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that w = − log u ∈ F. We have
Proof. Suppose that f ∈ O F \{0} and uf
This implies that |N (f )| = 1. In other words,
By choosing w ∈ F, one obtains that w ≤ √ 3λ 1 /2. We first consider the case p ≥ 9, then similarly the case p = 7.
4.1. Case p ≥ 9 and 0.324096 < w ≤ √ 3λ 1 /2. Lemma 2.3 provides that λ 1 ≥ 1.296382. The lower bound on w leads to u 2 ≥ 3.194928. Let f ∈ B (w). Then log(uf ) = log f + log u = v f − w . It follows that v f − w < λ 1 since otherwise uf 2 > 3 · 2 2/3 . Thus, f ∈ B(w). Therefore B (w) ⊂ B(w).
By Lemma 2.2, B (w) ⊂ {±1, ±x 1 , ±x 2 , ±x 3 } ⊂ O × F where log x 1 − w ≥ 0.561350, log x 2 − w ≥ 0.648191 and log x 3 − w ≥ 1.122700.
Since log x i − w = log(ux i ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we obtain the following.
As a consequence, x 3 ∈ B (w) and then
≤ 2 e −3.194928π + e −3.568526π + e −3.742282π < 0.00014.
4.2.
Case p ≥ 9 and 0.170856 ≤ w ≤ 0.324096. The lower bound on w implies that u 2 ≥ 3.055940. Lemma 2.3 says that λ 1 ≥ 1.296382. As the proof in 4.1, B (w) ⊂ B(w)\{±x 3 }. Hence #B (w) ≤ #B(w) − 2 ≤ 6 by Lemma 2.2.
For each f ∈ B (w)\{±1}, we have
It follows that uf 2 ≥ 4.628260. Consequently,
e −π uf 2 ≤ 2e −3.055940π + 6e −4.62826π < 0.00014.
4.3.
Case p = 7 and 0.170856 ≤ w ≤ √ 3λ 1 /2. Lemma 2.3 shows that λ 1 ≥ 1.025134. By an argument similar as the case p ≥ 9, one obtains that 
4.4.
Case p ≥ 7 and 0 < w < 0.170856. We rewrite u as u = (e x , e y , e z ) where w = − log u = (−x, −y, −z) ∈ R 3 and x + y + z = 0. Now let f ∈ O F and denote by f i = σ i (f ) for i = 0, 1, 2. Then
Proof. The assumption u = (e x , e y , e z ) = (1, 1, 1) implies that
Since F is Galois, we have σ(O F ) = O F and then similar results are obtained as below.
by Lemma 2.1. Taking the sum of (4.1)-(4.3) then using these equalities, the following result is implied.
Hence, the following equivalences hold for all u = (e x , e y , e z ) = (1, 1, 1).
y , e z ) with x+y+z = 0 and with
In particular, if f ∈ O F with f 2 ≥ 9 then
Proof. Since e t − 1 ≥ t for all t ∈ R, the following holds for all x, y, z ∈ R.
The Taylor expansion of e −2π(xf 2 0 +yf 2 1 +zf 2 2 ) − 1 provides that
Each term in the later sum can be bounded as below.
Thus,
Since we can write 1/2 = 1/3 + 1/6 and since 1/k! ≤ (1/6)[1/(k − 2)!] for any k ≥ 3, the last sum in G 1 (u, f ) is less than or equal to 2π w f 2 2
Similarly, we obtain upper bounds for G 1 (u, σ(f )) and G 1 (u, σ 2 (f )) as follows.
(4.5)
In these bounds, we again use Lemma 2.1 to replace σ 2 (f 2 ) and σ(f 2 ) with f 2 . Taking the sum of the right hand side parts of (4.4)-(4.6) and using the condition that x + y + z = 0, the following is implied.
The first part of the proposition then follows since G(f, u) = e −π f 2 G 2 (u, f )/ w 2 . The second part is obtained by using the fact that
Proposition 4.3. Let u = (e x , e y , e z ) with x + y + z = 0 and with
Proof. It is true for any 0 < w < 0.170856 that
Consequently,
Since 0 < w < 0.170856, we obtain that G(u, 1) ≤ −0.001326196. Therefore T 1 (u) = 2G(u, 1) ≤ −0.002652393.
Proposition 4.4. Let u = (e x , e y , e z ) with x + y + z = 0 and with
Proof. By Proposition 4.2,
The first sum is at most 0.001 · 10 −6 by Corollary 2.1. Moreover, π(1 − 2 w + 1/(2π)) ≥ 1.568074 since w < 0.170856.
Hence, the second sum is bounded by
which is at most 23.399 · 10 −6 (see Corollary 2.1). Thus T 2 (u) ≤ 0.000461879.
Proposition 4.5. Let u = (e x , e y , e z ) with x + y + z = 0 and with
Proof. In case p ≥ 19, Proposition 2.3 says that f 2 ≥ 13 for all f ∈ O F \Z. Therefore T 3 (u) = 0. Now we consider the case in which p ≤ 13. It is easy to find all vectors f ∈ O F for which f 2 < 10 using an LLL-reduced basis of the lattice O F (see Section 12 in [7] ) or by applying the Fincke-Pohst algorithm (see Algorithm 2.12 in [1] ).
If p = 13 then there are 6 vectors f ∈ O F for which f 2 < 10. They have the forms ±g, ±σ(g), ±σ
2 (g) with g 2 = 9 and g 2 2 = 53. Applying Proposition 4.2 leads to
Similarly, one can show that T 3 (u) < 0.00138339 in case p = 9. Finally, if p = 7 then F is the splitting field of the polynomial X 3 − X 2 − 2X + 1. Let θ be a root of this polynomial. There are 12 vectors f ∈ O F for which f 2 < 10. Those are ±θ, ±σ(θ), ±σ
. Substitute the coordinates of θ to the formulas of G(u, θ) and G(u, 1 + θ) in (4.4) and find the maximum of T 3 (u) with the conditions in the proposition, we obtain that T 3 (u) < 0.00138339. The reason for this is that the upper bound it provides for G(u, θ) and G(u, 1 + θ) and hence for T 3 (u) are too large to show that T 1 (u) + T 2 (u) + T 3 (u) < 0 (used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in case 4.4).
Previous and further work
5.1. A comparison to previous work. Here we give a summary of the similarities and the differences between this work and the previous work [2, 3] and [10] . The overall structure of our proof is similar to that of previous work. In particular, we consider separately the cases where I is principal and where it is not, and in the later case, we subdivide further based on the relative length of w. Both in our work and in previous work, the case where I is not principal is handled by using the fact that the squared length of any vector in the lattice associated to D is at leat n · 2 n/2 where n is the degree of the number field (see Section 3). The proofs are also structurally similar in the case where I is principal and w is not too short, in this case we use bounds on the size of the fundamental unit as well as bounds on the number of short vectors of the lattice associated to D (see Remark 2.2, Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 2.1).
The major difference between our proof and those appearing in previous work arises because in the present case the unit group has rank two whereas in previous cases it was one. In the case I is principal and w is short the strategy of the prior work was to apply the standard theory of optimizing single variable differentiable functions, that is to check derivative conditions. In our case, we must do more work. Indeed, when I is principal and w is short, we proved directly that h 0 (D) < h 0 (D 0 ). In order to do this, we had to make use of explicit information about the structure of O F to get a lower bound on the lengths of vectors in O F \Z based on the conductor of F . In addition, the Galois-invariance of h 0 (D), the symmetry of G 2 (u, f ) and the Taylor expansion of the function e t (see Propositions 4.1 and 4.2) are all employed in the proof. In the case I is principal and w is not too short, we had to exploit again explicit information about the structure of Λ, namely that it is a hexagonal lattice, to obtain an upper bound on S 1 (see Lemma 2.2), in previous work, because this lattice had rank one, this entire question was figured out easier.
Further work.
It is natural to question whether our method can be applied to other number fields F which satisfy the hypothesis of the conjecture mentioned in Section 1. Indeed, with the notations in the earlier sections, it still works in the case in which I is not principal (see Section 3 and in [2, 3] , [10] ) by Proposition 4.4 in [5] . In addition, when I is principal and w is short, involving few cumbersome estimations and modifications according to the degree n of F , one can also prove this conjecture using the same method presented in Section 4.4.
However, our method may fall short in being applied in other cases. That is because it requires a good knowledge of the structure of the unit lattice Λ such as its Z-basis, the length of its shortest vectors as well the points in Λ close to a given point in its fundamental domain (see Lemma 2.2), together with an efficient bound on the number of vectors of length bounded in the lattice O F . Since these are not always known for F , a further research addressing a new method may be needed.
